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Vigilance Awareness Week-2016

"Public participation in promoting integrity
and eradicating corruption"

Non-cooperation with evil is a sacred duty .
- Mahatma Gandhi •
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MESSAGE

Vigilance Awareness Week 31st October to 5th November, 2016

Central Vigilance Commission, as part of its efforts for probity in public life and to achieve a
corruption-free society, observes Vigilance Awareness Week every year. The observance of Vigilance
Awareness Week renews our commitment to achieve the goals of promoting integrity, transparency and
accountability in public life. The Commission, therefore, lays greater emphasis on generation of awareness
among the public as a more effective and sustainable means offighting corruption.

"Public participation in promoting Integrity and eradicating Corruption" has been chosen
as the theme for Vigilance Awareness Week this year by the Commission. We need to have zero tolerance
to corruption for taking the economic growth to needy sections of the society. Although various
anti-corruption agencies strive to address the problem of corruption, their efforts cannot be accomplished
without the active participation of all the stakeholders. It is, therefore, imperative that an aware, active and
empowered public is involved in any anti-corruption campaign.

The Commission believes that creation of greater awareness among public and their participation
in anti-corruption efforts would strengthen the resolve to eliminate corruption from society. The Commission
appeals to all stakeholders for wide participation and all around generation of awareness among
all sections of society.---r~
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Vigilance Commissioner
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Vigilance Commissioner

(K.V.Chowdary)
Central Vigilance Commissioner

I, Unselfishness is more paying,
only people have not the patience to practice it.

- Swami Vivekananda
"J
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Observance of Vigilance Awareness Week every year
plays an important role in promoting transparency and
accountability in functioning of Government
organizations.

Vigilance is one of the essential parts of management
function for good governance. An effective vigilance
set up in an organization promotes efficient working of the
other departments like Finance, Personnel, Commercial,
Technical, Marketing etc.

Government Organizations deal with public money and
therefore, are subject to scrutiny and public
accountability so that value for public money is ensured.
Hence there is a need for a strong vigilance set up
in every Government Organization to facilitate good
conduct of employees and to check/prevent corrupt
practices.

However, fight against corruption is not to be seen as the
job of a few anti-corruption agencies alone rather it is the
responsibility of every citizen. Educating and involving
the public in building integrity is the key to prevent
corruption and its essential strategy is to build a sustained
commitment from all sections of society to fight against
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corruption. In this regard, CVC's theme for Vigilance
Awareness Week - 2016 'Public participation in
promoting integrity and eradicating corruption'
is a timely and apt one.

I am very glad to note that as part of the observance of
Vigilance Awareness Week-2016, Vigilance Department
of NLC India Ltd has taken earnest efforts in bringing out
a "Special Bulletin of Do's and Don'ts" at various stages of
procurement process on the basis of observed lapses
from the vigilance angle with special emphasis on
tendering and procurement processes to enhance
awareness among employees of the Company.

I am sure that such an endeavor shall nurture the habit of
honesty, probity and transparency in the tendering and
procurement processes of the Company to ensure that
value for public money is achieved by procuring specified
quality and quantity of the Materials / Services, at the
most competitive rates in a fair, just and transparent
manner.

I congratulate the Vigilance Team of NLCIL in releasing
the Special Bulletin and wish them all the best in their
future endeavors.

(Dr. S.K. ACHARYA) 'I ~ etA . ~

Marching with a Vision -----------------
To emerge as a leading Mining and Power Company, with social responsiveness accelerating
Nation's growth.
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VIGILANCE AWARENESS WEEK - 2016

On the occasion of the Vigilance Awareness Week - 2016, CVC has mandated the theme "Public Participation in
promoting Integrity and eradicating corruption" and has thus added a huge responsibility upon us to carry forward the
mantle to achieve transparent governance.

Corruption by all means is anti-national, anti-economical, anti-developmental and applies brake on the development of the
nation in achieving the desired goal. Corruption also promotes inefficiencies in utilisation of resources and compromise with
quality of men, material and work. A wide range of public services through digitalisation/e-governance will pave way
for speedy services to the public and in removing direct contact with the public servants. Thus technology can be a
very important enabler in combating corruption.

The Honourable Prime Minister's dream of "Digital India" will be the "Power to Empower" the citizens to realise their dream
cometrue.

Let us all rededicate ourselves to" promote integrity and eradicate corruption by increasing public participation in
all walks of life.

~(t!J(t
MANOJ KUMARJ IAS
Chief Vigilance Officer

Quotation on Vigilance and Anti-corruption

• "Three things cannot be hidden for long: the sun,
the moon and the truth". - Lord Buddha

• "The War against corruption is the mother of all wars"

• "What preventive health check up is to an individual,
preventive vigilance is to an organization"

• "On this earth there is enough for every one's need,
but not for their greed" -Mahatma Gandhi

• "The wealth earned through pious means flourishes
and that through dishonest ways brings destruction
utlimately" -Atharva Veda

• "The true wealth of a nation lies not in it's gold or silver
but in its learning, wisdom and in the uprightness
of its sons" - Kahlil Gibran

• "Knowledge without integrity is dangerous and
dreadful" - Samuel Johnson

• "Honesty is the first chapter of the book of wisdom"
- Thomas Jefferson

• "Live, so that when your children think offairness and
integrity - they think of you" - Jackson Brown Jr
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STUDENTS' ETHICAL FORUM

An effective step towards moulding responsible future citizens
to promote integrity and to eradicate corruption.

The Vigilance Department of NLC India Ltd., has taking
various steps to sensitize the public for fighting against
corruption like erecting Hoardings on creating awareness
against corruption in prominent locations, screening short
films on anti-corruption in Neyveli Book Fair, Safety Week
and other public functions, distributing handbills on vigilance
awareness to public etc. In addition, as a preventive
measure, an hour long session is being handled by the
Executives of the Vigilance Department of the company on
Vigilance Awareness, in all the training programmes
conducted by the Learning & Development Centre of
NLC India Ltd.

'Ethical Awareness Education' is one among the efforts taken
by the Vigilance Department on creating awareness to the
young minds on anti-corruption. As a long term measure for
the benefit of the society, this concept was launched on
27-10-2014 during the inaugural function of the Vigilance
Awareness Week-2014. To implement the program, Student
Ethical Forum was inaugurated during January, 2015. This
Forum brings higher order of morality, integrity, honesty and
social responsibility among young citizen.

The Forum has been conducting ethical character
education programme for School/College students.
Presently, about 1,800 students have enrolled in the
Forum. Classes are being conducted twice a month for the
Ethical Forum members comprising students from 15
schools and Jawahar Science College, Neyveli. Ethical
Forums are also functioning in NTPL TPS, Thoothukudi and
Barsingsar Mine-cum-Power Project, Barsingsar,
Rajasthan.

Recently, the programme for the academic year 2016-17
was inaugurated by Shri Sarat Kumar Acharya, CMD,
NLCI, on 30-06-2016 at Learning & Development Centre,
Neyveli. The Principal and Teachers of various schools
informed the gathering, how Ethical Forum classes brought
about remarkable changes in the attitude and behaviour of
the students.

No doubt, this purposeful effort will bring the attitude to these
students, the future citizens of the country, to promote
integrity and to eradicate corruption.

Awards won by NLC India Vigilance Department
during the years 2013-14,2014-15 & 2015-16
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Let us Share:
The Vigilance department always strives for system improvement to make it simple, efficient, transparent and cost effective for the benefit of
the company. However, based on past experience of dealing the cases brought to the knowledge, it is observed that, the employees, rather
executives in particular, dealing with purchase or contract, commits mistake/rather ignores to give it proper attention to make the record in
foolproof from any ambiguity. In case of receipt of any complaint, these lapses even though appears to be small at present, may gain
significance in future.
In view of the above, the following few common points are being published as general guideline for the benefit of the employees dealing with
purchase/contract, with few common points for all the employees as general awareness.

DO's & DON'Ts guidelines for
SI,No DO's

1 Do prepare the estimate in a realistic and objective manner with correct specification, standard rates with realistic time period of
completion.

2 Do process indent with correct material specification considering stock position, rate of consumption and lead time.
3 Do take approval of estimates from the competent authority with concurrence of Finance before calling fortender.
4 Do issue NIT in NLe website / eppp in case of open tender and publish in local/National dailies for wide circulation in case of

Press Tender.
5 Do furnish proper justification in clear terms for resorting to LTE/ STE, as per relevant manual condition for approval of competent

authority.
6 Do stipulate Pre-Oualification criteria in simple / clear / unambiguous terms specific to the requirement of the work, in conformity of

manual conditions for better competitive rates.
7 Do prepare the tender documents incorporating relevant tender conditions in unequivocal terms with updated technical

specifications / commercial conditions.
8 Do allow standard time from the date of NIT to the date of tender opening as per manual conditions. In case of reduction of time,

approval ofthe competent authority with clear reason forthe same may be obtained.
9 Do open the tender by the TOe on the scheduled date and time in the presence of the bidders / authorized representative.
10 Do maintain transparency in opening bids and record it in the tender opening register.
11 Do preserve the price covers in a common sealed cover with the signatures of the TOe and bidders to retain in safe custody.
12 Do verify the authenticity of EMD and performance certificate of the bidders before acceptance.
13 Do evaluate the offers as per ORand other conditions in transparent manner evaluating all the parameters for qualifying the bidders.
14 Do get approval of the competent authority stating the parameters for qualifying / not qualifying the bidders in clearterms.
15 Do scrutiny of all the documents carefully before rejecting the offer of any bidder.
16 Do open the price bids at a scheduled time of the qualified bidders in the presence of bidders / authorized representatives of the

bidders.
17 Do ensure that equal opportunity is given to all the bidders at all the stages of the tendering.
18 Do evaluate in well defined, clear and unambiguous manner without leaving any scope for the subjective interpretation on the

basis of various terms like service tax, delivery place, inspection charges etc.
,

19 Do obtain the approval of competent authority in clear terms before issuing LOA/ La!.
20 Do issue LOA/La Iwithin offer validity period.

DO's
1 Do discharge your duty to the best of your capacity and integrity.
2 Do nothing which is unbecoming of an employee of the company.
3 Do remember that you are answerable for any suspected malafide action.
4 Do remember ignorance of rules / regulations are not accepted as excuse.
5 Do never let down the interest ofthe company, considering your personal interest.
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All one needs is a plate of food and a length of cloth;
but one desiresfor million of things, the life of the people,

who do not realise this is brittle like a clay pot and is filled with misery
- Great Tamil Poetess Avvaiyar

Indenting and Tender Process
-

SI.No DON'Ts

1 Don't indent! procure in excess quantity of normal consumption.

2 Don't accept any material if differ from technical specification.

3 Don't prepare vague estimate / unrealistic estimate.

4 Don't revise the estimate after opening of price bid.

5 Don't reject any bid without recording proper justification for rejection.

6 Don't forgetto upload corrigendum at right time.

7 Don't fix stringent paR to reduce competition.

8 Don't change / modify paR / conditions after issuing NIT.

9 Don't forgetto include previous suppliers/firms offering budgetary offer in vendor list.

10 Don't collect market rate from unauthorized sources.

11 Don'tfail to check credentials of vendors properly.

12 Don't permitto change the delivery schedule after issuing PO,without proper justification

13 Don't include firms in the LTElist without proper verification of credentials of the firm.

14 Don't mention "As discussed" in the approval/concurrence without recording reason.

15 Don't allow changes in payment terms after issuing LONLOI.

DON'Ts
1 Don't take any obligation from anyone in official capacity.
2 Don't send any official documents to outsider without proper approval of competent authority.
3 Don't involve in any act inciting offence to the company.
4 Don't yield to any temptation for short term gain.
5 Don't let down the image / reputation of the company at any cost.

Vigilance Department I NLC India Limited



Office of the Chief Vigilance Officer,
Vigilance Department,

NLC IndiaLimited, Neyveli.

Our Mission
We, Vigilance Department, at NLC INDIA LIMITED are committed towards to inculcate a
system, based on values, establish and maintain an ethical climate and an atmosphere of
probity in the organization for the employees to work with integrity, impartiality and in a
transparent manner with a focus on meeting all business requirements & continually improving
effectiveness of the Quality Management. Achieving total customer satisfaction by providing
fair and on-time delivery of our services as per various guidelines and complying with
all business requirements.

DISCLAIMER: The above guidelines are culled from various sources based on the previous experience of this department and issued for the benefit of the employee
asgeneral guidelines only. Incaseof any resemblance, it is unintentionalmatchandmanual conditionswill always prevail, in caseof anycontradiction, if any.

NLC India Limited
(Formerly Neyveli Lignite Corporation Limited)
'Navratna' - Government of India Enterprise

Regd. Office: No. 8, First Floor, Mayor Sathyamurthy Road,
FSD, Egmore Complex of Food Corporation of India, Chetpet, Chennai - 600 031.
Corp. Office: Block-1, Neyveli-607 801, Cuddalore District, Tamil Nadu.
CIN: L93090TN1956GOI003507 Website: www.nlcindia.com

HARNESSING ENERGY
SPREADING SMILES

PUBLIC SECTOR IS YOURS: HELP IT TO HELP YOU

http://www.nlcindia.com

